
Death Guns 111 

Chapter 111 - 109: En Route 

While shaking with a gata~ goto~ sound, a single carriage advanced along the highway. 

The speed of the carriage pulled by the 3 normal horses was fast. A person wearing a Mage robe could 

be seen sitting in the driver's seat, holding the horses' reins. A man dressed in armor with a sheathed 

sword placed on his tight was sitting next to the mage, watching the surroundings for surprise attacks 

from monsters. 

And inside the carriage, 

''Uwa~, it is warm. When were these bought Big brother?" Gracier asked because, on their way to the 

meeting place, they did not buy any cookies. 

''Ah, I brought them on the day I went running some errands.''  

Alex explained as he also took a cookie and ate it. 

''Oh, it smells good. May I have one?'' 

''Sure. You should also try Meera, they're quite delicious.'' 

Meera seemed to have been lured by the smell and involuntary carried a cookie to her mouth, she was 

not the only one though, Conrad, and Eleonora also tried some. 

''Oh, it really is. How envious, space ring is great. Being able to eat freshly baked cookies at any time. 

''No, I don't think it's normal to use a space ring in this way.'' 

To Meera's words, Sebastian answered, dumbfounded. Alex chuckled while inwardly sharing the same 

thought, women and their mentality. 

Well, he was his fault to begin with, if he hadn't taken out the cookies, Meera wouldn't have said that. 

He held out a dish holding the remaining freshly baked cookies while smiling wryly. 

''Want to try some?" 

But Sebastian looked at the cookies placed on the dish and shook his head. 

''Sorry, I don't like sweet food.'' 

Alex could only shrug his shoulder seeing Sebastian not partaking in the cookies feast. 

In response to Sebastian, who refused, Conrad happily stretched out his hand to grab a cookie before 

carrying it to his mouth 

. 

''Mm, it certainly is delicious.'' 

Unlike Golfak, who was feeling the tension in the driver's seat outside, it was rather laid back inside the 

carriage. 



Compared to yesterday when Meera was being silent, today she was talkative.  

''Meera how does your continent look like?" 

To Gracier's question, Meera smiled beautifully, she couldn't hide the pride she felt for her hometown 

when she started talking. 

''It's the most beautiful of all continents. There are gigantic trees everywhere, beautiful birds, our 

houses are beautiful too. Ah! I miss home.'' Meera said with a look of longing. 

''Wonderful, I will visit it someday,'' Alex said 

while Gracier nodded her head happily when she heard this news. 

Chuckling Eleonora inquired, ''You are feeling nostalgic. Why do you leave in the first place?"  

Meera's eyes deemed for a moment, smiling bitterly she said, ''Well, stuff happens, it's complicated.''  

It was all she said not going into details.  

'There must a story being her leaving home.' Alex thought. 

While carrying cookies to his mouth, Alex spoke up to Conrad. 

''Is there a time limit for the completion of this subjugation request?"  

''Normally yes, but this time no. Take your time to complete the request. Make sure you have 

thoroughly cleaned the village of all the monsters, though.''  

Conrad explained, Alex nodded his head pleased that there was no time limit or else it will be difficult, 

there will be more than 30 monsters occupying Gato's village. 

''There is something I want to know.'' Meera suddenly said, glancing at her Alex said, 

''Go ahead.''  

''Aren't there at least 30 monsters? It seems a little difficult to take on that many opponents with 7 

people.''  

''No, not really. After all, we'll be able to mount a surprise attack as we are the attacking group. 

However, whether we can launch a surprise attack or not depends on whether we can work together.'' 

To Meera, who was murmuring anxiously, Alex explained. 

What Alex said was not wrong, if they work together and coordinate well, they will be able to 

successfully pull through. Let's not forget that they Mages among them, Mages firepower are no joke.  

''That's true. In fact, Conrad said that the participants in the test this time were quite good. In the first 

place, a party of 7 where 4 can use magic is considered quite powerful.'' 

Sebastian overheard Alex and Meera's exchange and told them that with a wry smile to relieve her 

tension. 



''By the way, I can use spirit magic and the driver, Lucien, can use wind magic and healing magic, 

Eleonora: Wind and Water magic, as for your sister it's Fire magic, what magic can you use Alex?'' 

She might have had some interest as in the mock battle the day before, Alex had only used the knives in 

combat. Meera leaned forward and asked. 

The other people except Gracier seemed interested in knowing which magic Alex can use.  

Smiling bitterly, Alex responded ''Sorry, I can't use magic.'' 

''Eh??"  

Both Meera and Eleonora said surprised. Even Conrad seemed a little bit surprised, 

Sebastian was also surprised. Even himself or Golfak could use Wind Magic to some extent, albeit 

weaker ones. 

''I thought that your movement skill is Wind-related skill?" Eleonora asked if it's true then does it mean 

Alex can be considered to have an affinity with the Wind element?  

Shrugging his shoulder Alex replied, ''I don't know, however as I said, I can't use magic.''  

'How odd. He said that but he possesses a frightening amount of magic power.' Meera inwardly thought 

as she scanned Alex with her eyes.  

Eleonora also found Alex's words odd, how can he possesses such an amount of magic power and says 

that he could not use any magic? It's odd.  

At the time of the rank-up test meeting the day before, when Meera saw Alex with his sister enter the 

meeting room, she could feel that his magic power was the greatest she had ever seen. Because of that, 

she was tense in the meeting room, ready to escape at any time if need be.  

Was she wrong thinking he had frightening MP? No unlikely. 

'In fact, Alex's amount of magic power is not normal. Or his Rank is 7? Unlikely. Normally, humans with 

Alex's rank can't have that much magic power, or is he not human? I see, it possibly could be that. 

However, at the very least, mutual understanding is possible and there's no need to be hostile, it's good 

that he seems friendly enough, at first I was scared of him.' 

While observing and evaluating Alex in her mind, at the very least, she calmed herself down as the 

possibility of him harming them was low. 

As for Meera, compared to 20 or 30 monsters, she felt Alex's risk was higher. However, the stress 

gradually disappeared as they continued conversing. 

 If Alex knew what was going through Meera's head he would have facepalmed while saying, 

'Girl what do you take me for I'm not that dangerous.'  

Meera was now glancing at Gracier why also thinking.  

'I don't their history if they are real siblings but this sister of his is also a freak. The amount of Fire spirits 

around her is frightening, she can't see them yet her control over Fire was so perfect that one could not 



help but wonder if she is the child of Fire. If she could see the spirit, her power will skyrocket alas it 

seems she can't, why I wonder? Probably because she has God's benediction (Gift). Sigh! If it's true then 

no wonder, her God's benediction must be of the highest level. Those siblings are freaks, I can't wait to 

see what Alex's God's benediction gonna be. I need to befriend them.' 

Gracier noticed Meera staring at her weirdly, therefore she asked, "Meera, is there something on my 

face?"  

"No, not at all." Meera hastily replied as she had finally noticed that she was staring too intensely at 

Gracier. 

On the side, Eleonora couldn't help but smile when she noticed the look of interest Meera started giving 

Alex and Gracier. 

'It seems that her curiosity got picked.' 

Eleonora murmured before continuing to chat with others. 

Chapter 112 - 110: First Night 

''Hey, Alex shouldn't we stop and set up a camp soon?"  

As the sun started to set on the advancing carriage, Lucien called out to Alex. Hearing that, Alex looked 

out the window and thought for a few seconds before nodding. 

''You're right, there's a possibility of straining ourselves tomorrow if we overdo it on the first day.''  

Nodding to Lucien's proposal, Alex opened the door that was connected to the driver's seat and called 

out to Sebastian, who was driving, and Golfak, who was still on the lookout. At some point, Sebastian 

and Lucien had switched places. 

''Sebastian, please stop in the case you find a good spot to camp for the night.''  

''Got it.''  

''....'' 

While Sebastian replied to Alex's words, Golfak on the other hand stayed silent. 

The trouble from the departure time remained and there was still tension drifting around the driver's 

seats. In such a state, Sebastian didn't have the nature to cause trouble and kept his silence, because of 

the event from a while back as well as before the departure that morning, Golfak's fear of Alex kept him 

quiet as he watched for enemy attacks. 

And discovering a place behind some rocks and shielded from the surroundings, the two people in the 

driver's seats called the others and they decided to stay there for the night. 

Stopping the carriage in an area protected by rocks, Alex took out the tent for the men. 

While Eleonora set up the tent she had for the women. 

At the same time, Meera, the elf, collected firewood from the forest nearby while Golfak drew some 

water from a small river nearby. With that camp preparations were complete. 



After distributing the food for dinner which by the way was a sandwich specifically made by Gracier and 

Lea, Alex decided to distribute the lookout. 

''There will be four shifts. The first shift will be done by Golfak alone.''  

Hearing Alex's words the others knew that Golfak was still being punished. And even if he was 

dissatisfied with this news, there was nothing he could do, it was his fault, to begin with, better 

obediently suffer instead of going against Alex's orders to suffer another humiliation. If he were to suffer 

another one, he wasn't sure if his mental health would keep up. 

Seeing Golfak not saying anything after hearing his words, Alex smiled and decided to continue. 

''After Golfak, the other shifts will be done in pair.''  

While saying that, Alex took out an hourglass from his Item box disguised as a fake space ring. 

It was a magic tool that he had purchased in a tool shop the day before, it was called Hourglass. Though 

it was only 5cm tall, because it was made with crushed magic stones that had been processed using 

alchemy, it was a fairly expensive magic tool. 

For a normal hourglass to measure for 2 hours, its size needs to be quite big, but as this hourglass was a 

magic item made with magic stones, it was possible to measure 2 hours with only the height of 5cm. 

Flicking the small hourglass between his fingers Alex announced, 

''Because the sand in the hourglass will take 2 hours to fall, switch out when the sand runs out. The first 

shift as I said earlier will be Golfak alone. The second shift is Lucien and Sebastian. Third shift, Gracier, 

and Eleonora. As for the last shift, it will be Meera and me. Any objections?'' 

''What is the basis for the pairings?'' 

Sitting across the bonfire, opposite Alex, Sebastian asked curiously. 

Although Gracier looks at him in dissatisfaction as he asked about the pairings, Sebastian ignored it and 

waited for Alex's reply. 

Giving his sister a chop over her head Alex proceed to explain his choices. 

''The first watch is a swordsman, well it's more punishment. The second shift is a Swordsman and a 

Mage. The third shift is a Mage and a Thief, and the last watch is the Magic gunman and a Spirit mage. I 

intend to distribute our combat power evenly.'' 

''Understood. That's fine.'' 

After Sebastian nodded, because there weren't any other people with different opinions, it became free 

time. 

While Gracier, Eleonora, and Meera were having a talk between women, Golfak was maintaining his 

magic sword with a proud smile. 



To train his magic, Lucien was repeatedly creating and canceling the Water whip he had used against 

Meera yesterday. It was quite fun to watch him, it was like he was doing a magic show, if he was on 

Earth, in Las Vegas he would have earned quite a sum of money. 

Conrad watched them all without saying anything himself. Alex was eating a Kum Fruit, that he had 

bought in the city, for dessert, it had the texture of a pear with the acidity of an orange.  

During this, Sebastian approached Alex and called out to him. 

''Alex, do you have a moment?'' 

''Yes, I do. What's up?'' 

''It would be good if it's possible, but could you keep me company during my sword practice?''  

''Sword practice?'' Alex asked his eyebrows raised. 

''Yes. Anyhow, I want to move my body a little as I was stuck in the carriage for a long time today.'' 

After thinking about it for a bit, Alex nodded. Though it would have been better to practice with Golfak, 

he judged that he wasn't a good match for Sebastian because of his arrogant attitude. 

〖Even though he knew you are stronger than him, he still wants to fight you. It's a way to put pressure 

on himself to advance further on his path as a Swordsman. Fight against a stronger opponent to hone 

your skills. I like this mindset of his, if he didn't die in the future, he will become a great Swordsman and 

great adventurer.〗Silveria who stayed oddly silent on the way finally spoke, praising Sebastian's 

mentality. 

'I think too.' Alex responded as he stood up.  

''Let's move a little bit further. Also, there's no need to injure each doing this.'' 

''Noted.'' 

Sebastian nodded at Alex's words. 

By now the others stopped whatever they were doing and focused their attention on the pair, only 

Lucien was too focused on his training thus not showing any interest. 

The two stayed at a reasonable distance from each other, Alex beckoned Sebastian to attack. 

Sebastian rushed toward Alex. He dipped and weaved right as he was about to reach him and slashed 

downwards with the sword. Alex parried with the blow with Razor. 

Gakin!!! 

Metal clashed against metal producing a shriek that sent sparks flying into the air. The swordsman was 

quick and uppercut slashed at Alex, attempting to catch him from stem all the way to the stern. 

Alex sidestepped to the right just enough and the blade passed a hairs breath from his face. 



Quickly, before Sebastian could respond with a follow-up, Alex swiftly punched Sebastian in the solar 

plexus, knocking the wind out of the swordsman, and stunning him for a brief moment, he then kicked 

the ground and appeared behind the still stunned Sebastian and held his blade against his neck. 

''You lost,'' Alex announced from behind him. 

''I guess I lost. I thought I could last a bit longer. Guess I was wrong.'' Sebastian said dejectedly.  

Smiling Alex said, ''Don't worry, your sword skill is not bad. It was already late I did not want to drag the 

fight on, hence I decided to quickly finish it. We will be too tired if we continue, besides someone may 

be injured and that won't be good.'' 

Sebastian understood Alex's reasoning, still, it was frustrating to lose so quickly, the others returned to 

their previous activities, while Golfak seemed to be grinning when he saw Sebastian losing, Sebastian did 

not pay him any heed as if he was a clown. 

Having noticed Sebastian's look, Alex chuckled and said, ''Don't worry, we will continue another time. 

You knew you would lose even before the start, yet you asked me out because you want to hone your 

skills, I admire that.''  

Hearing Alex's words, Sebastian smiled before sheathing his sword. They went to their previous location. 

In this way, the first night of the rank-up test passed uneventfully. 

Chapter 113 - 111: Around The Campfire 

Paki~, paki~, the flames crackled in the campfire. While watching the flames crackling as though 

dancing, Alex kept track of the surrounding movements and sounds. 

This was the group the second night, the day has been uneventful except for Sebastian pestering Alex to 

help him in his sword practice and it went without saying that he lost miserably, three times to be exact, 

however, he did not seem dissatisfied, he keeps up, Alex noticed that he was improving which showed 

the man's talent. 

Alex smiled wryly thinking about it. Shaking his head he decided to concentrate on the duty at hand 

because monsters are active at night. 

 Indeed, at night, monsters would run rampant around the outskirts of the city and frequently appeared 

on the highway. The monsters didn't even care who they attacked, they just attack whoever they saw. 

In fact, while Alex and Meera were on lookout, there were already 7 Goblins casually piled up at the 

periphery of the campfire. They were not defeated by Alex, they were defeated by Gracier, Eleonora, 

and Golfak during their turn on the lookout. The shift had become three instead of four, Golfak's 

behavior had changed, so Alex lessened the punishment. 

Fortunately, as they hadn't received an attack since then, they weren't as tense. Meera held out a cup of 

tea using water that had just been boiled on the campfire and handed it to Alex. 

''Here.''  

''Thank you.'' 



Receiving the cup, he took several sips after smelling the fragrance. 

Though it had already passed mid-summer and was entering late summer, the nights could still be said 

to be very warm. 

Under these circumstances, Meera looked interestingly at Alex, who was drinking the tea without 

sweating. 

Noticing Meera's eyes intensely lock onto him, Alex couldn't help but ask. 

''What?"  

''Well, how can you drink hot tea in this hot weather without even sweating?''  

''Back in my hometown, I used to drink coffee all time. I get my body used to it reason why even after 

drinking hot tea I don't sweat.''  

〖That's doesn't explain why here though. If you had given this excuse on Earth I would have 

understood however you are not on Earth anymore, your previous body got destroyed and you get a 

new one, so why this excuse?〗Silveria asked curiously. 

'Well, I didn't lie, though. Even though it's a new body, my soul didn't forget. Or it's because of my new 

body. Well, it doesn't matter, she wants a reason I gave her one, whether it's true or what doesn't 

matter here.' 

Alex explained to Silveria who thinks what he said made sense. 

Meanwhile, Meera was interested in the new word she just learned, she had never heard this word 

before. 

''What is a coffee?"  

''It's like tea but stronger and instead of being brewed from leaf it is brewed from a bean, coffee 

beans.''  

To Alex's explanation, Meera's eyes shined, she was now more interested in trying this whatever coffee. 

''I want to try it someday. If I visit your hometown I hope you will invite me for a coffee.'' Meera said 

with a smile. 

''I will,'' Alex responded while inwardly thinking isn't gonna happen 'cause it's impossible to go back. 

Well, they may be a coffee in this world. 

Indeed there's coffee in this world. He will learn this fact soon. 

''It's my turn to ask. Normally, aren't you bad with heat? Or are elves good at coping with the heat?'' 

''Hmm, well, about that. I suppose we can cope with a certain degree of heat because we live in the 

forests?'' 

Meera answered while Alex was thinking that her answer sounds more like a question than a real 

answer, nevertheless he didn't point this out. 



''How long it has been since you left home?" Alex's curiosity got the better of him, hence he asked. 

''it has been five years. Why did you ask me this?" Meera answered Alex's question before raising a 

question in turn. 

''Well, from the stories I've heard elves don't like to leave their forest and interact with humans,'' Alex 

explained. 

To Alex's words, Meera smiled before answering. 

''Not necessary, maybe it was like that in the past but currently not anymore. For proof, there are lots of 

Elves living among humans here. Well, back home some still against the idea of leaving the forest, 

though. Everybody has his/her reason for leaving.''  

Seeing the look in her eyes, Alex decided that it would be wiser to switch the subject. 

Glancing at Meera's bow placed on her lap, Alex asked ''May I?" 

There was a silence before Meera nodded and passed her bow to Alex.  

Upon receiving the bow, Alex felt it was quite heavy and yet Meera had no trouble carrying it.  

For a moment he had the urge to Appraise it, however remembering Leena's advice he decided against 

it. For starters, Meera was an Elf, a pretty sensible one if not she wouldn't be able to see spirits, less 

befriend them before making a contract with them. She's talented, if Alex were to use his Appraisal skill 

Meera will notice it and may become wary of him again.  

Truth be told, he did not know why but since the moment when Gracier and he entered that meeting 

room, instantly Meera became wary of him after looking at him. As for the reason why he doesn't 

know.  

'Sil, can you give a reason why this girl became wary of me after seeing me yesterday.' Alex asked 

Silveria's opinion on the matter. 

〖If my guess is not wrong it's probably because of the amount of MP you possess Normally at your 

level shouldn't possess that amount of MP. She acted warily first because she wasn't sure if your 

intentions were good or bad. Well, it seems she got her answer it why she became all friendly all of 

sudden.〗 

'I see.'  

Hearing Silveria's explanation, Alex felt that it does make sense.  

Refocusing his attention on the bow, Alex asked. 

''This bow is quite good. It's a magic item isn't it?'' 

Though Alex didn't have the power to feel other people's magic, he was still able to feel something from 

the bow when he held it. It was the same kind of feeling as Golfak's magic sword and Diaz's sword, in 

other words, he judged that it was a magic item. 



''Ah, as I thought, you could tell? This is a family heirloom that is handed down from generation to 

generation. It's an excellent weapon that can grant the Wind attribute to arrows.''  

Meera explained while lovingly caressing the bow Alex just returned. 

''Wind attribute huh?! As expected of Elves.''  

''Should I take it as a compliment?'' Meera asked with a smile. 

Alex only shrugged his shoulders in response. 

''Tell is Gracier your real sister?"  

Suddenly Meera asked, like Alex early, her curiosity got the better of her therefore she couldn't help but 

ask, she wants to know the siblings' story, even it was a small part of it. 

Alex who was smiling stopped smiling and answered, ''Yes she and I are real siblings.''  

That's all he said. Seeing Alex's expression, Meera felt that she asked something she shouldn't have 

asked.  

Smiling bitterly Meera decided it was better to switch to another subject to erase the heavy atmosphere 

that was about to descend upon them. 

''Tell me Alex why did you choose to become Adventurer?"  

Alex stayed silent for while before answering. 

''I become Adventurer to accomplish my goal which is to become the strongest.''  

''Interesting,'' Meera said, she knew Alex was not joking because the desire and 

determination inside his green eyes which she found beautiful by the way couldn't be faked. 

''As for you why did choose to become an Adventurer?" Alex asked in turn. 

''Well, my reason is simple. I want freedom and I know being Adventurer could help achieve this.''  

''I see.''  

It was all Alex said, Meera was a little bit surprised, she thought Alex would have asked more questions 

after hearing her words. 

''Why do you seem surprised I didn't ask anything?" Alex asked. 

''Well, I was expecting a question though. Like what do want to be free from?"  

To Meera's words Alex smiled, ''I guess I could have asked but you will not have responded sincerely 

anyway because the real answer has something to do with the reason you left home. Reason which you 

don't seem ready to share, so no, I will not ask anything.''  

''Smart, I like it. I-"  

Meera wanted to continue but stopped midway through her sentence because her mind got captured 

by the beautiful morning glow.  



So, was Alex.  

While the two people watched the morning glow, as the surrounding area brightened up, and a rustling 

sound could be heard from one of the tents.  

''What a shame, we will continue our conversation another time. It was quite fun to talk with you.'' 

Meera said before standing up and started doing stretch up.  

''Likewise.''  

Alex said before leaving for his morning jogging. 

Looking at the leaving Alex's back Meera smiled thinking that Alex was not that scary, only the amount 

of MP he possesses was frightening. 

Chapter 114 - 112: Bandits Attack 

It was the third day since Alex and others left Eria's City to Gato's village to complete a request to finish 

their rank-up test. 

Currently, the carriage was stopped and the sounds of fighting could be heard.  

Naturally, it was Alex's group fighting against monsters, few stray goblins to be exact. Alex was not 

participating in this fight.  

Eleonora moved swiftly between three goblins slicing their throats. 

Spurt!!! 

Just like that a fountain of blood splashed around and tried to rain down on Eleonora, however, the 

latter was too fast, none of the splashed blood landed on her. 

Meanwhile, the three goblins had fallen onto the ground clutching their necks trying to stop more blood 

from leaving through the cut they received, soon the three goblins turned into corpses.  

On the other side, Meera knocked three wind arrows that instantly killed three goblins by piercing their 

heads. Sebastian and Golfak just beheaded two goblins while Gracier's fireballs burned the goblins who 

escaped Lucien's Water bullets to crips.  

The fight, no it couldn't be called fight it was a massacre, the massacre quickly ended and after collecting 

the usable materials from the dead monsters, they joined Alex in the carriage and departed.  

''Your group's overall strength is quite high. Your coordination during these three days had improved.'' 

Conrad said with a smile. 

The others nodded their heads not saying anything, it was not strange if their coordination improved, 

they had been fighting together for three days after all.  

''I wonder if the main group had managed to come in contact with the group of the rampaging 

monsters? If it's yes then how many have they killed.''  



Alex suddenly said while glancing at Conrad, the latter smiled because Alex's goal was obvious, he was 

hinting him to spill whatever he knew because he was one of the Guild staff members, he knew what 

going on, on the other side.  

In the past two days, sometimes Conrad will slip away with the excuse that he had something to take 

care of but Alex knew he was using those occasions to be in touch with the other party after having 

Silveria spy on him with her ability, too bad he couldn't hear anything. 

''Who knows, maybe they are already fighting, or maybe not. I have no way knowing.'' Conrad 

responded with a smile. 

'Bullshit' 

Thought Alex and others, Conrad probably knew what's going on the other, and yet he was playing the 

dumb here. How frustrating, well they only need to concentrate on what they were tasked to do and 

hope whatever the main group was doing would not affect them. 

Suddenly, the carriage stopped moving, startling those who were inside. Alex looked out the window 

and asked Sebastian who was acting as the driver with Golfak being the lookout. 

''What going on?"  

''There is a group of men blocking the road twenty meters ahead.''  

To Sebastian's words, Alex's eyebrows raised, he quickly used his Divine Sense to check and indeed there 

was a group blocking the road twenty meters ahead, a group of seven men, however, that wasn't all, 

another two men were hiding in a bush on the left and another two on the right.  

Alex's lips curled up into a savage grin, seeing this Gracier and Eleonora asked,  

''Big brother what's going on?"  

''What's up Alex?" 

''A group is blocking the road making it impossible for us to advance,'' Alex explained. 

Meera and Lucien were surprised, they quickly understood what Alex's words imply, same with Eleonora 

who couldn't help but grin.  

Meanwhile, only Gracier seemed puzzled by Alex's words, sighing Alex explained to his sister the real 

identity of this group blocking their road. 

''Let's step forward, however first-''  

Alex announced before whispered something into Eleonora, and Meera ears, both 

girls were surprised after hearing Alex's order, they wanted to know how he knew this, however, they 

quickly calmed down their curiosity.  

Alex informed Sebastian and Golfak to stop after giving his sister some instructions and be ready at any 

moment.  

Everybody stepped out of the carriage and looked at the group not too far from them.  



As Alex had seen it with help of his skill, there was a group of seven men blocking the road. 

These seven men were dressed in shabby leather armors, they had an unkempt appearance, their eyes 

were vicious.  

When they saw the beautiful girls descending from the carriage they couldn't hide the growing lust 

inside their eyes.  

A bulky man with better armor Alex judged to be the leader of this group of thugs advanced arms 

crossed and said,  

''Leave all your valuable behind.''  

Alex had a sense of déjà vu when he heard the man's words. 

〖Isn't it because you used the same words a few days ago to rob Diaz and his men clean? Now karma 

got you. Karma is a bitch〗 

Silveria said while not hiding her smile. 

'Shut up Sil. Mine was different.' Alex shouted back. 

〖How so?〗Silveria asked in amused tone. 

Not replying to Silveria Alex said,  

''What if I refuse?"  

The bulky man laughed and said, ''Then I will kill you after enjoying the women in front of you. I assure 

you, you will like it. If you don't want to die leave all your valuables behind and scram. Ah! The three 

women count as valuables, by the way, you men can scram for all I care, I don't swing that way.''  

''But leader, that pretty boy can be useful to us. You know, hehehehe.'' One of the men on the right said 

while looking at Alex with lecherous eyes. 

Alex felt goosebumps rising all over his body when he felt the man's hot gaze. 

''Shut up, Goldat I'm talking here.'' the leader shouted, forcing the man, Goldat who spoke earlier to 

shut up. 

Meanwhile, Eleonora almost burst into laughter when he heard the man's name, glancing at Golfak she 

said. 

''It seems you found your lost brother. Ah! To think he turns out to be a thug.''  

Golfak's face darkened, he almost cursed at Eleonora, however remembering her words, that gaze, he 

swallowed back his curses. 

Alex glared at Eleonora forcing the latter to stop teasing Golfak while inwardly himself was doing his 

best not to laugh, Golfak and Goldat really sound alike.  

Shaking his head Alex and the leader of the thugs' locked eyes, the latter asked. 

''Pretty boy, what do you choose?"  



''Scram and let us pass.'' Alex said. 

''wrong answer. You are going to die. Boys kill the man and leave the women behind.'' the leader 

shouted before unsheathing his blade, the others followed suit, they dashed toward Alex's group.  

Alex's eyes turned cold as he said, ''Eleonora, Meera, Gracier you know what to do.''  

The girls nodded their heads, Eleonora disappeared into the left while Meera aimed her bow toward the 

right, Gracier also pointed her finger in the same direction.  

The leader who saw this suddenly had a bad feeling and before he could speak Alex disappeared and 

appeared in front of him with his knife slashing at his neck, hastily bringing his sword up, the leader 

blocked the blade. 

Pakin! 

He thought he had escaped calamity, however, he felt a sudden suffocating feeling assaulting him 

making him dizzy for a second, that a fatal mistake that cost him his head. 

Alex had used his skill Intimidation on the poor man. 

The bandit leader's head left his body and started dancing in the air. Blood spurted from the headless 

body.  

Silence descended upon the scene.  

The remaining bandits were scared when they saw their leader who got quickly eliminated like a goblin. 

Sebastian used the chance of his opponent being surprised to quickly kill him, he moved toward another 

one.  

Alex threw a Black Bettie's at one escaping thug, the knife pierced his neck from the back, the man 

dropped them. 

"Run"  

Shouted the remaining men after seeing the men waiting in ambush being eliminated, their heard 

anguished cries after numerous fireballs raining down on the right where the two men were stationed in 

ambush, Meera and Gracier combination was perfect, they quickly eliminated the two hiding men. 

Eleonora also quickly eliminated the other two men on the left by appearing behind them and sliced 

their throats like a professional assassin. 

Alex killed another thug, Sebastian also killed another one. Surprisingly, Lucien also killed one, however 

only Golfak did not kill any, he fought well but couldn't bring himself to finish the man after injuring him. 

His hands were shaking, it must be his first time hence he couldn't bring himself to do it, he didn't have 

the courage. 

"Coward." 

Eleonora who just came back muttered in disdain. She tried to quickly go finish the man, however, Alex 

stopped her and look at Sebastian in the eyes, the latter instantly understood what Alex wanted, swiftly 



moving behind the scared bandit, he gave him a hard chop on the neck making the latter lost 

consciousness. 

On the other side, Gracier couldn't watch the dead bodies on the ground, she spun around and started 

puking, Meera's complexion wasn't looking good either, however, she had it better, Eleonora brought 

them elsewhere. Alex guessed it was to help the girls calm down after their first kill. 

Alex did not feel anything after killing three-man, well three thugs who were after his valuables and his 

life. You either kill or get killed.  

Chapter 115 - 113: Toward The Bandit's Hideout 

Alex ordered the others to clean the battlefield and quickly the battlefield has been cleaned, the dead 

bandit's valuables had been collected. 

Alex and his group found 150 silver coins and 80 copper coins. He decided to split the loot later.  

Eleonora and the girls who left earlier came back, their complexion was looking good different than their 

early appearances. Whatever Eleonora had said had worked, it helped the girls to regain control of their 

emotions.  

Alex was grateful for Eleonora's help, locking eyes with his sister he smiled, the latter also smiled back as 

if to say I'm fine already, Alex could not help but chuckle. 

Suddenly, Conrad who disappeared when the fight start came back. 

Looking around the cleaned battlefield, he sighed and said. 

''To think we will encounter a bunch of thugs on our way, how unlucky. Well, everything ended well.''  

To Conrad's words, Alex spun around and faced Conrad,  

''Did you take me for fool? You and I know that you did this on purpose. You purposely lead us here to 

finish this job for you. Am I wrong?" 

Alex's voice was loud enough, others heard him, now everything makes sense, they found fishy when 

Conrad had just suggested taking this road, it was a shortcut he said. 

Conrad could only smile bitterly, Alex was too clever to not act as though he had not noticed that they 

were being used.  

Even back he suggested taking this road using the excuse that it was a shortcut, Alex looked suspiciously 

at him for a while but in the end, he did not say anything.  

Conrad heaved a sigh before admitted that he indeed purposely lead there to help the Guild clean this 

small group of thugs who started rampaging recently. The guild could have taken of this if they weren't 

on the shortage of Adventurers due to certain event. 

Finally aware of Conrad's reason for doing this, some of the rank-up participant's anger for being used 

against their will lessened, they decided to not pursue the matter as they earned quite a sum. 



Conrad thought Alex would drop the matter at that, however, he was wrong, the latter grinned showing 

his peerless white teeth.  

''What do you want?" Conrad asked gritting his teeth.  

''Nothing, I'm just informing that whatever we will get in bandits base will be ours. The guild will not 

have any say in.''  

Conrad almost cursed Alex for being greedy, he wants to hog all things for himself, however thinking 

about it, if he was in his shoes after being used when you had something else to do, you will want 

compensation, so it was normal for Alex to decide this, the bounty offered for this medium size Bandits 

group was only 200 silvers coins. 

Sebastian and the others nodded their heads as if to say we share our leader thought. Conrad could only 

agree reluctantly under everybody's intense stare. 

Smiling Alex motioned Sebastian to wake up the unconscious bandit.  

Proceeding forward Sebastian lifted the unconscious bandit and gave him two hard slaps that woke up 

the poor man from his sleep. 

''Where am I? Hell?" Asked the confused man. 

He heard a chuckle followed by a cold voice that sends a chill running down his spine. 

''No, but you'll be going there soon unless you told me what I want to know asap."  

''Hi!!!"  

The last bandit was frightening by Alex's threat, he fearfully nodded his head.  

''Good, where is your hideout?" Alex asked. 

''Two kilometers north from here.'' the man answered. 

''How many are there guarding the hideout? And how many are left inside the hideout?"  

To Alex's question, the bandit stayed silent for a moment, however, he quickly spilled everything after 

receiving another hard slap from Sebastian. 

''3 men guarding the entrance, 5 men are in the cave where we live.''  

''Good, lead the way,'' Alex said before turning to look at the others as if tell them we are going.  

Alex and others followed the bandit to their hideout, and when they were not far from the hideout Alex 

tasked Eleonora to scout just in case.  

Eleonora left and fifteen minutes later she came back.  

''Leader~ it was as he said. Only three men are guarding the entrance, the remaining men must be inside 

the cave, there is no trap, so we can go.'' She explained. 

''I see, take Meera and Golfak with you, the two will help you eliminate the three guards.'' 



Alex instructed Eleonora before turning his head in Golfak's direction and in a threatening tone he said. 

''Especially you Golfak, I hope you will properly do your job this time. And believe me, if you don't and 

instead cower you will not receive any share in the spoil, am I clear?"  

Golfak gulped audibly before nodding his head as if scared for his dear life, the current Alex's 

atmosphere was too scary, it was you do what I said or I'm going to kill you. 

''Good, let's goi.''  

To Alex's words, everybody nodded, Sebastian keeps dragging the poor bandit who was tied while 

Eleonora, Meera, and Golfak went to accomplish the task they had been given. 

..... 

Eleonora swiftly moved forward, followed closely behind was Meera with her bow, Golfak was falling 

behind.  

Soon the three saw a man-made cave with a small entrance, this entrance was guarded by three guards 

who were yawning as if they were tired, they did not show any vigilance.  

Eleonora motioned the group to stop, crouching down she instructed.  

''I'll take the one on the right, Meera, the one in the middle, and lastly Goldat, ops! I mean Golfak you 

take the one on the left. Meera, after I count to 3, you snipe your target while Golfak and I will quickly 

finish our target.''  

1.. 

2... 

3  

''Go''  

Eleonora immediately dashed out, Golfak followed suit, meanwhile, Meera who had already readied her 

bow aimed at the bandit in the middle and shoot. 

Swish! 

The wind arrow pierced through the man's head instantly killing him, the man's body fell onto the 

ground with a thud sound.  

''What?" 

Finally, the two men lazing around became aware of something was amiss, however before they could 

speak, the one on the right saw a flash and blood spurting from a headless body, he finally judged it was 

his. 

''Fuck!"  



The man on the left swore and before he could speak further, Golfak had already slashed at him, he 

hastily blocked, however the difference in strength was too big hence the lookout was pushed back, 

Golfak kicked him in the stomach sending him spiraling against the wall. 

''Gah!" The man grunted in pain. 

Golfak immediately approached the lookout, who was writhing on the ground clutching his stomach and 

casually swung his long sword down at the man's neck. 

''Gah~!'. 

With the blade of the longsword, the head of the lookout rolled to the ground while leaving a trail of 

blood. 

''Urrghhhhkk~!'' 

Though he had seen dead monsters, It was the first time Golfak had killed a human.  

Golfak ran towards a nearby tree while vomiting. 

While looking at Golfak with a complex expression, Meera joined Eleonora who was nonchalantly 

looting the corpses. 

Approaching Eleonora, Meera asked. 

''Eleonora, what do we do now?''  

Eleonora spun around and with a grin plastered on her lips she said, ''You wait here with Golfak and me 

I'll go scout the cave.''  

She then disappeared afterward, leaving Meera behind, the latter could not help but heave a sigh while 

thinking that this girl was mysterious, she seemed to be hiding something.  

'Well, everybody has its secret.' Meera murmured before using the spirit of Earth to bury the body, she 

was feeling uncomfortable standing in the middle of three corpses, after finishing she decided to wait 

for Alex and co to come before proceeding to enter the cave. 

Chapter 116 - 114: The Bandit's Hideout 

A few minutes later, Alex and others came. Alex immediately scanned the cave entrance and noticed no 

dead bodies.  

Glancing at Meera, he concluded that she had buried the dead bodies using her Spirit Magic, he couldn't 

help but chuckle. 

''Where is Eleonora?"  

''She has gone inside ahead to scout.''  

To Alex's question, Meera responded before glancing at Golfak who was still trembling after his first 

time killing another human. 



Alex and others looked at him for while before shifting their attention towards the entrance waiting for 

Eleonora to come out. 

Meanwhile, Gracier and Meera were conversing, exchanging jokes to lighten the gloomy mood, Golfak 

finally came back, he was looking pale. 

Alex noticed Eleonora coming back from the cave with silenced steps. 

''How was it?'' 

At Alex's question, Eleonora gave a small nod before explaining. 

''There's one main path ahead. However, it later splits into 3 passages. On the right path, there seems to 

be where the captured individuals are detained. Because there were guards, I left not doing anything. 

The middle path is quite wide, the sounds of reveling were coming from there. Also, the left side seems 

to be some sort of armory and storage area. Roughly they seem to be 4 to 5 men inside the cave, I'm not 

very sure.'' 

''I see. Are there any other exits to the outside?'' 

''I didn't check as I didn't have enough time,'' Eleonora responded. 

''Okay, Gracier, Meera, and Lucien, you three go check the left path, wait for us there. As Eleonora goes 

on the right path clean the guards and sees if there is no prisoner. Golfak, Sebastian, and I will take care 

of the middle path.''  

Hearing Alex's instructions, everybody nodded their heads. Alex added, 

''Conrad, I will let this man in your custody. Do whatever you want with him. It will be good to let him 

work in the mine as a slave worker instead of killing him. Well, that's my opinion, though.''  

Conrad who was hiding left out a chuckle before responding. 

''I understand. I'll take care of it.''  

''Okay, we'll rush in.'' 

At Alex's cue, they rushed into the cave. 

..... 

Because the entrance was narrow, Eleonora went in first to check to complete her task. After that, 

Lucien, Golfak, Meera, and Gracier entered in that order. Alex entered last. 

''It's narrow.''  

In the cave, it was only wide enough for two people to walk side by side. There was only enough space 

for one person to fight freely. 

Checking the situation, Alex spoke. 

''Kill 'em all. Let's none alive.''  

''Ohh!!!" 



Everyone nodded at Alex's words, Eleonora advanced to the right passageway where the prison was, 

Gracier, Meera, and Lucien toward the armory. 

Alex saw that before quickly taking the middle passageway while trying to make as little noise as 

possible. 

''Tsu!?'' 

As Sebastian approached the front, Alex waved his hand to stop him. 

''Here there are.''  

''Numbers of enemies?"  

''Three.''  

''We take one each. I'll take the one in the middle, you two take care of the rest.''  

Everyone nodded at Alex's instructions, Sebastian and Golfak prepared their weapons, ready to rush in 

at any time.  

''Ready? Go.''  

To Alex's signal they moved, Alex was the fastest to arrive in front of the bandit leisurely sipping his ale 

while doing some kind of dirty dancing, the others were singing.  

''Wha-?"  

He did not even manage to finish his word before his head was sent flying into the air, blood spurted 

from the headless body covering the table in blood, Alex had already left the place.  

''Enemy attack''  

''Guh,'' 

The other two finally reacted, however before they could react and pick their weapons, Sebastian and 

Golfak attacked them and killed them. Sebastian quickly ended his victim, it was Golfak who took a little 

bit of time to kill his enemy.  

The fight ended in a matter of minutes, meanwhile, Alex was cleaning the blood from his blade Razor. It 

was more like a massacre than a proper fight because none of the bandits' level was higher than Alex's 

and crew, the strongest was at level 25, the one Alex took down, the other two levels were 24 and 23 

respectively.  

As the previous bandits they eliminated on the road, their level was a little bit higher, the boss level was 

33.  

Shaking his head Alex announced, ''Check if there are any valuables here, if there is take them before 

taking care of the corpses, we will burn them before leaving but not now because the cave will be filled 

with smoke. Once you finish come join me at the armory.''  

Both Sebastian and Golfak nodded their heads, the latter complexion was a little bit pale, however, his 

eyes were resolute. 



..... 

Alex joined his sister and the others in the warehouse.  

''Welcome back Big brother.''  

''Hello, Leader~"  

Gracier and Eleonora greeted Alex in front of the storage area, Meera and Lucien must be inside the 

room. 

There were also two unfamiliar people. While expecting that they were probably some captured 

merchants. 

One of the two unfamiliar men, a middle-aged man advanced and bowed his head. 

''You must be their leader. I'm Léopold, a merchant, thank you for saving me and my assistant, also 

nephew' life.'' Léopold said, the assistant also bowed his head however Alex could see a bit of hostility in 

the man's eyes. 

''You welcome, I'm Alexender,'' Alex responded unfazed by the assistant hostility, he then turned his 

head in Meera's direction, she just came out with Lucien. 

''So, what's in there?'' 

''Mm, well. Firstly, there is a moderate amount of gold, silver, and copper coins, there are some jewels 

as well, 15 Gold coins, 150 silver coins, and 200 copper coins to be more exact. Besides, there are also 

some cheap magic items. However, strangely, there's a large number of weapons which I guess must be 

the merchandise of the two humans over there.''  

At the end of her words she glanced at Léopold and his assistant, the two nodded their heads before 

staring at Alex as if to ask can we get back our merchandise? 

The two were afraid that Alex would take their merchandise back to the guild or worse refuse to give it 

back because he can if he chose to, in the former case they will need to pay a heavy price to get their 

stolen merchandise back from the guild, they hope Alex will be merciful. 

Heaving a sigh Alex said, ''Let's them collect their weapons.''  

Léopold and his overjoyed ready to thank the man for his generosity, however, it was a piteous sense of 

relief, short-lived as it was.  

''How many are there in total?"  

''Fifty,'' Meera answered. 

''I see. You'll pay 1 silver coin per weapon making a total of 50 silver coins, I won't ask too much, take it 

or you'll collect your weapons at the guild.''  

Léopold gritted his teeth and finally accepted the deal, after paying the 50 silver coins, he left with his 

assistant to check the weapons. 



Alex and others followed suit, checking the magic items and jewels, Alex spotted a good magic sword, a 

longsword with Wind attribute.  

''Sebastian take this.''  

Alex said before throwing the longsword at Sebastian who caught it and inspected it, then he took a few 

casual swings, he seemed pleased with the sword, he did not test the magic sword attribute because 

now wasn't the time, sheathing the sword into his scabbard, Sebastian bowed his head. 

''Thank you, leader, thank you a lot.''  

Alex waved his hand to indicate that it was not a big deal, he appreciated Sebastian's quickness, he was 

fast when it comes to making decisions or following orders, sometimes he knew what to do even 

without being told, he can be considered a good party member.  

The others smiled pleased with Alex's decision, they were happy for Sebastian because with this sword, 

his strength will increase so was their chance of survival, their chance of quickly accomplishing the 

incoming mission, only Golfak seemed displeased with Alex's action, however, he did not dare to protest 

because he was really afraid of Alex more than Eleonora. 

Suddenly, Léopold who was checking his merchandise came and asked,  

''Young man can I buy the magic items and jewels if you don't mind?"  

Chapter 117 - 115: Distributing The Loot 

Rewinding time a little, it happened when Léopold and his assistant went ahead of Alex. 

''Uncle, why did you accept that man's offer when you could have refused? Isn't Adventurer's job to 

rescue us from bandit? Why would we pay them even when they are coward?"  

To the man words, Léopold couldn't help but shake his head, blaming himself for his nephew current 

mindset, he was too sheltered, not knowing how the real world outside works, it was his first time 

following him, and unfortunately for him, their caravan got attacked, the guards killed, two of the 

guards hired as Adventurers fled for their lives leaving their clients behind, since that moment his 

nephew became a little bit hostile toward Adventurers. 

The reason he and his nephew are still alive was because, the bandit did not find where he hides his 

money even after searching him and his nephew bodies, they left the two starve in the prison in the 

hope of one of them spilling the beans, something came up and most of the bandits left the hideout, 

guess it was at that moment they encountered Alex and his group that wiped them out before coming 

here and rescued them. 

Léopold heaved a sigh before asking his nephew, ''What is Adventurer's job, Clotus?"  

To his uncle's question, Clotus immediately answered, ''They work for money by taking requests from 

guild or clients.''  

''Good, they work for money. Those Adventurers attacked the bandit's hideout on the Guild order and 

rescued us, they even give us back our merchandise but asked a little compensation and you are 

dissatisfied with it? Do you think they are running a charity foundation?'' 



Clotus could not answer because he couldn't find the right words, he almost said the guild must have 

promised them money for killing the bandits but thinking about it he didn't voice out because this 

reward must not necessarily include saving possible hostages. If he was in their shoes we would have 

done the same thing, because they risked their lives to kill bandits and saved hostages that weren't 

included in their request. 

Seeing his nephew finally understanding the situation, Léopold continued.  

''Don't blame them, the leader, that green eyed young man have done what a good leader should do. 

You haven't noticed it but firstly when he ordered the Elf girl to give us back our merchandise, others 

were dissatisfied. Fortunately for them, he was not planning to give back the merchandise without 

compensation, the compensation is for him and more importantly to calm his party's members.'' 

Hearing his uncle's explanation, Clotus nodded his head in understanding.  

''I understand uncle. I apologize for my earlier outburst.'' Clotus apologized. 

Waving his hand Léopold said while counting his merchandise, Lucien was at the entrance observing 

them, however, he couldn't hear what they were talking about, not that he cares. 

''It's good that you know. All Adventurers are not the same because one is rotten. And it's 

understandable for one to flee when your life is in danger, I only paid them half of the commission for 

the escort mission anyway. Let's move and quickly finish counting our weapons before leaving this 

damned place to return home.''  

''I understand uncle.''  

Clotus started helping his uncle count the weapons, soon they had counted all weapons, Indeed there 

were fifty weapons here.  

Suddenly, some of the weapons started disappearing, only the high-grade ones, though. Twenty high-

grade weapons to be exact.  

Clotus dumbfoundedly stared at his uncle, the latter smiled not saying anything, the thing that 

happened was simple, Léopold had stored those weapons in his storage space, his storage space was in 

form of an earring he was wearing on his right ear. This type of storage equipment was extremely rare 

hence nobody knows it can be used to store things, if the bandit's leader knew this he would have 

spurted blood because he had searched everywhere but forget to check this earring, for him it was like a 

middle-aged man wanting to act tough by wearing an earring.  

As for the reason why Léopold had not stored everything inside his storage earring was first because of 

its limited capacity (space) and second because there was already a lot of items inside the storage, it 

was almost full. 

From Clotus surprised expression it was not hard to guess that even himself wasn't aware of the fact 

that, the earring his uncle was wearing was in fact a storage ring, who knows if he knew, he wouldn't 

have spilled the beans when the bandits would start torturing them after starving them. 

The two continued doing their job when Alex came in and started checking the other items. Léopold saw 

him when he threw that Sword at the swordsman, he even saw how others reacted.  



Suddenly, he decided to befriend this young man and who knows maybe in the future he may patron 

him. After coming to a decision, Léopold moved toward Alex intending to buy the remaining magic items 

or jewels even if he was not interested in them, they were not worth much. 

..... 

~Back to the present. 

Suddenly, Léopold who was checking his merchandise came and asked,  

''Young man can I buy the magic items and jewels if you don't mind?"  

Alex turned his head in Léopold's direction and asked.  

''How much are you paying?"  

''10 gold coins for the three magic items and 5 gold coins for the jewels, it makes a total of 15 Gold 

coins, how about it?"  

Hearing Léopold's answer Alex stayed silent as if contemplating however secretly he was staring at 

Eleonora, asking the latter her opinion on the matter because among all of them she seemed the more 

knowledgeable when it comes to this kind of thing.  

Eleonora nodded her head to indicate that the price offered was okay, that he should accept. 

Finally, Alex talked, ''Okay, I accept.'' 

He then gave Léopold the remaining Magic items and the jewels while receiving the 15 Gold coins, after 

exchanging handshakes with Alex and saying he hoped to continue working with him in the future, 

Léopold left with his nephew after loading their merchandise into a carriage. 

After making sure that there was not anything left Alex called out everybody, it was time to split the 

loot.  

They have gained a total of 33 Gold coins and 78 Silver coins, (15 Gold coins and 78 Silver coins from the 

bandits and 15 Gold coins from their earlier deal with Léopold.)  

The loot had been split like this:  

Lucien= 4 Gold coins and 10 Silver coins 

Meera= 4 Gold coins and 10 Silver coins 

Eleonora= 6 Gold coins and 10 Silver coins 

Sebastian= 3 Gold coins and 10 Silver coins 

Golfak= 3 Gold coins and 10 Silver coins 

Gracier= 3 Gold coins and 10 Silver coins 

And lastly, Alex took 10 Gold coins and 18 Silver coins. 



The money had been divided according to each person's contribution, Sebastian should have received at 

least 5 gold coins, however, Alex decided against it because he had already received a Magic sword in 

advance. 

Nobody showed dissatisfaction with how the money has been divided. 

''Clean the hideout. I'll see you outside.''  

To Alex's order, Sebastian and Golfak nodded their heads, and with Lucien and Eleonora helping them, 

they stacked the dead bodies together before setting fire on it.  

They left the cave and joined Alex and others outside. 

They saw Conrad conversing with Léopold while Alex was chatting with Gracier and Meera.  

Having seen them come out, Alex stopped the conversation and asked. 

''You finished already?"  

They nodded their heads.  

''Good let's go.''  

Just when Alex finished talking, Léopold approached him and asked. 

''Alexander can I have a moment?"  

''Yes, what is it?" Alex spun around and asked. 

''Well, I was wondering if you and your group can escort us back? Don't worry I'll pay double the price.''  

To Léopold's offer, Alex didn't immediately respond, he glared at Conrad who whistled by the way when 

he saw Alex glaring at him.  

Shaking his head Alex focused his attention back on Léopold. 

''Sorry, it's will not be possible. We are on a mission, we just eliminated the bandits because we come 

across them, it was not a request. Go talk with that man over there, he will find a solution, he's a guild 

staff after all.''  

Conrad's lips twitched when he heard Alex's words, Léopold's eyes widened for a moment, earlier when 

conversing with Conrad he had not said anything like that, Léopold mistook him for another Alex's party 

members guarding the entrance and looking after a captured bandit, guess he was wrong. 

''It's shame. Thank you, I'll follow your advice.'' 

Léopold said before leaving with his nephew who by now showed no more hostility toward them 

especially now that he heard Alex's and co were not commissioned to clean the bandits. 

Alex noticed the change in attitude but choose to ignore it.  

After chatting with Conrad, the two seemed finally to agree.  



Alex and the others returned to their carriage and left Léopold, his nephew, and the tied-up bandit near 

the highway. From what they learned, Adventurers had been dispatched to come to fetch them asap. 

Waving at Léopold, Alex's carriage departed toward their destination. 

Chapter 118 - 116: Arriving Near The Village 

Gata~, goto~, gata~, goto~. While making such noises, the carriage boarded by Alex and the other 

participants of the rank-up test continued advancing on the highway. 

Eleonora was driving, Golfak was on the lookout, however, there was another third person with the two, 

it was Lucien. 

''I wonder how far we are still from our final destination.'' Lucien raised a question. 

To Lucien's question, Golfak did not comment while Eleonora responded while looking into the distance. 

''Look ahead, we are not far anymore because you can see the Zilya mountain from here.''  

To Eleonora's words, Lucien looked ahead and indeed he could see the mountain from their current 

location, the mountain was extremely tall covered in snow, it looks like mount Everest from Earth 

however not as tall as Everest. 

''That's true we are already close to it. Let's quickly get over this mission and went back, I'm tired of 

sleeping in the wild, it's not good for the health.''  

Eleonora looked strangely at Lucien after hearing his words, shaking her head she focused her gaze 

ahead.  

Meanwhile inside the carriage. 

''I think we are no far from our destination. Am I wrong?"  

To Alex's question Conrad replied, ''Yes, we will arrive by tonight. If you look outside you could see Zilya 

mountain from here.''  

''I see.''  

Alex said before turning his face in Gracier's direction, the latter mood seemed a little down since earlier 

probably because they were nearing her former hometown.  

''Alexandra are you feeling unwell?" 

''I'm fine Big brother, I was just thinking about something don't worry I'm perfectly fine,'' Gracier 

responded. 

Alex nodded his head not saying anything, he chose to close his eyes and rest.  

Meera also noticed Gracier's mood, not knowing the real reason why, she attributed it to her being tired 

or because of what happened earlier (First time killing another human). She tried to lighten the mood 

but Gracier remained unresponsive, so she gave up.  



While Meera was lost in thought about the possible reason for Gracier's sudden depression, Alex who 

closed his eyes was chatting with Silveria. 

〖Master it's not fair you have forsaken me.〗 

To Silveria's words, Alex's lips twitched, if someone were to hear her words, they would have mistaken it 

for Alex abandoning her.  

'Why did you say that I have forsaken you?' 

Alex asked fully knowing where the discussion was going. 

〖Since a few days ago you never used me in the fight, not even when you were having fun with that girl 

Eleonora, even when facing the bandits you only used your knives, as though knives are your main 

weapon, it's us your main weapons, you don't need any other weapons beside us. If only we had not 

compromised and let you use an alternative weapon, you won't now be focusing most of your time on 

using knives.〗Silveria said not hiding her displeasure. 

(As I thought it comes to this.) Alex thought before saying. 

'So, it's because you compromised reason why I was able to use knives as a weapon?'  

〖What else could there be if it wasn't because we compromised?〗 

'Well, I thought it was because I found a loophole.'  

To Alex's answer, Silveria giggled. 

〖No way, we let you use knives because without it you would have died. Normally, you will not use any 

other weapons besides us because we never authorized doing such thing, it's us nothing else. We were 

forced to compromise because of the seal placed upon us, if not, the first time you have summoned us 

you could have used us, feel our presence, it's because of the seal, others mistook us for being useless, 

same goes for you.〗Silveria explained. 

'I see, but your way of indicating that I couldn't any other weapons was too brutal. The headache almost 

killed me, I felt like my head was going to split.' Alex complained. 

〖We sorry, it was the only way to force to stop trying because we couldn't communicate with you and 

also it was because a part of your soul was rejected the notion of using another weapon beside us after 

we were linked to your soul.〗 

'I see. Don't worry soon you'll come out and kill to your heart content, you just need to be a little bit 

patient.'  

〖That's good to hear.〗 

Master and Spirit's weapon continued chatting until it was time for another shift, this time Alex 

volunteered and replaced Golfak, while normally Sebastian should have taken Eleonora's place, 

however, the latter refused to say she was not tired, you could continue.  



 Alex knew the real reason for her refusal, it was to have the time to chat with alone, however just after 

Alex sat in Golfak former place, Conrad appeared and sat in Lucien's place. 

Eleonora looked at Conrad strangely, he had never behaved the way he did today.  

Sighing Eleonora asked,  

''No matter how many times I've seen it, it still beautiful, don't you think it's beautiful too?"  

After hearing Eleonora's question, Alex couldn't help but nod his head, the Zilya mountain view was 

indeed beautiful. 

''It's indeed beautiful.'' Conrad also shared the same feeling. 

''Alex what's your goal?"  

At the sudden question, Alex looked at Eleonora strangely.  

''And why would I tell you my goal?"  

''Come on Alex, tell me. I just want to know, we are party members after all. We should talk about those 

kinds of stuff to deepen our relationship for better coordination. Don't you think so?"  

'What kind of bullshit this girl is spouting?' Conrad wondered, however, he did not voice it out. 

Hearing Eleonora shamelessly claims that it was for the greater good not because of her personal 

interest, Alex was amused. 

''I see, what you said holds some logic. Well, before answering tell me why are you hiding your real 

identity behind this mask of planners?" 

Eleonora's eyes widened for a moment, however she quickly concealed it with a cough. 

''Dunno what you're talking about.''  

Seeing Eleonora decided to play the ignorant, Alex chuckled and said,  

''I don't have any goal.''  

Eleonora rolled her eyes while inwardly sighing thinking how sharp Alex's intuition was. She was sure her 

disguise was perfect but guess not. Her face was too plain.  

Shaking her head she decided to switch the subject because she noticed Conrad's stare, the latter was 

smiling as if he couldn't wait to watch an interesting show. 

''It's true that you can't use magic?"  

''It's true. Why are you doubting my word?" 

Alex responded before asking a question in turn. 

''Well, it's impossible for you not to be able to use any magic because of the frightening amount of 

Magic power you possess.'' Eleonora's explained. 

''I see. It's why you're doubting me. I indeed possess a lot of MP but as I said I can't use any magic.''  



Eleonora stayed silent while Conrad observed Alex to see if he was lying or not, however, no matter how 

many times he observed the young man he didn't detect any lie on the latter face, which is strange how 

someone can possess so much of MP and claim that he can't use any magic? If it's true then what use 

that amount of MP have? 

While Conrad was trying to figure out a possible explanation for Alex's words he heard Eleonora raising a 

question, a question which makes him widened his eyes. 

''It's because of your Gift? It must be related to your Gift. Am I wrong?"  

Toward Eleonora's question, Alex smiled mysteriously and said, ''Who knows.'' 

''Fufufu! I know that I'm right, the reason you possess so much of Magic Power is related to your Gift. 

Now, I'm more interested in knowing what kind of Gift you possess. Can you please show me?"  

''I refuse. Show me yours, I'll show you mine.'' Alex said. 

''I don't know what you are talking about.''  

''Playing the innocent again.'' Alex said with a tired sigh. 

Conrad observed the two started bickering, he couldn't help but chuckle as he found them amusing. 

'They will make a great couple with Eleonora harassing Alex all day long. Hehehe, that will be 

interesting.' He thought, if Alex knew what was going through Conrad's he would have slapped him 

saying to not joke around. 

Suddenly, looking into the distance Conrad noticed something. 

''We are nearing the village, another 3 kilometers (9842.52 ft) we will be there. I suggest you to camp 

around here to discuss strategy before making a move.''  

''I share the same thought,'' Alex responded before started searching for a good spot to camp for the 

night, it was already evening, the sun was about to set down.  

1 kilometer (3280.84 ft) later, they found a good spot, stopping the carriage, they decided to camp here 

tonight. Meera, Golfak, and Gracier went to search for firewoods, meanwhile, Lucien created water that 

would be used because the nearby water source was on the other side of Gato's Village.  

The preparations were ready soon everybody was sitting around the campfire and eating roasted rabbit 

caught by Golfak and cooked by Gracier who has the cooking skill.  

After done eating it would be time for the strategy meeting. 

Chapter 119 - 117: Scouting 

Paki~ paki~, the sound of the burning campfire echoed around, it could be heard from the distance. 

As the only sources of light that illuminated the area was the bonfire, several adventurers gathered 

around the campfire, wary of the surroundings. 

It was currently night time. Alex and his temporary party members sat around the campfire to discuss 

strategy. 



''Well, though we have arrived here safely at last. I want to scout the situation at the Gato's village first. 

Are there any volunteers?"  

To Alex's words, Eleonora immediately proposed to help. 

''Eleonora volunteered, is there anybody else?"  

Nobody spoke after hearing his question. 

''Okay, I will also tag along.''  

Everybody was surprised at Alex's words. 

Chuckling he explained, ''No need to worry, I may not have any previous scouting experience nor I'm 

thief, however, I have my own of handling this scouting mission. You know if I was not confident in my 

skills, I would have never volunteered.'' 

Hearing Alex's explanation, some were convinced, some were not, however as the leader there was 

nothing others could do, if he screws up, as the leader he will need to find a solution to fix his mess.  

Alex observed every one expression before proceeding to speak,  

''There is another problem besides the scouting.''  

''Which is?"  

Sebastian who stayed silent since the start raised a question. 

''Do we mount a sneak attack tonight or we wait for tomorrow morning before making a move?"  

Nobody spoke after hearing Alex's question. 

Alex continued, ''If plan to attack tonight, they will one big problem, though. Everybody can't see in the 

dark even without the moon in the sky. For me and my sister, there is no problem because we can see in 

the dark as though it was daytime, Meera as an elf can see in the dark. As for the others, I have no 

idea.''  

Alex forget to say that he was sure Eleonora also could see in the dark, just a feeling and he was pretty 

sure this feeling was not wrong. 

And as expected Eleonora proved his assumption was right.  

''Me I can see in the dark."  

Alex sighed before looking at the others who shook their heads.  

Suddenly as if he had remembered something, Lucien spoke. 

''Leader the problem of not seeing in the dark won't be a problem because I know a spell that can help 

one see in the dark temporarily, it lasts three hours before you can recast it, it only needs a little bit of 

your MP to keep working.''  

''Oh? There is a spell-like that?" Alex asked curiously. 



''Indeed, there is. However, not everyone can cast it. I'm astonished Lucien can cast it.'' 

Conrad responded eyes full of praise as he stared at Lucien. 

''Good. You'll use the spell on yourself, Golfak, and Sebastian after Eleonora and I return from our 

scouting. Let's go, Eleonora.''  

Alex said before standing and left, he didn't forget to exchange few words with his sister whose mood 

had improved, her eyes were full of fighting intent. 

Alex and Eleonora dressed in all black left the camp under Gracier and the other's eyes. 

After walking for few minutes, Alex stopped and said,  

''You take the left and I take the right. Rendezvous here in 30 minutes.'' 

Eleonora nodded her head before disappearing into the forest. 

Kicking the ground Alex also disappeared into the right side of the forest. 

.... 

In the dark night, a figure could be seen moving at extremely fast in a forest, naturally, this figure was 

Alex moving towards the Gato's village with the goal of scouting, he was not the only one who's going to 

accomplish this goal, Eleonora was on the other side with for the same purpose.  

After running for a few minutes, Alex stopped because in front of him was a village, not too big but it 

can house hundreds of people, however currently this village is occupied by monsters.  

Scanning the village Alex was able to see two watchtowers crudely made, guarded by an orc archer and 

a goblin. 

Stealthily moving forward, Alex stopped before going too close to the village, summoning Silveria, he 

using one of her special bullets on himself, the Vanishing Bullet, this bullet can make you invisible for a 

short moment (3 minutes to be exact.)  

'Vanishing Bullet'  

After using the bullet on himself Alex moved toward the village, he was not planning to enter but just to 

find a good vantage point to observe the whole village, and soon he found the place he was looking for. 

After avoiding few sentries, Alex positioned himself at the vantage point and started scanning the whole 

village. 

The houses in the village were destroyed, however not all of them were destroyed, those who were not 

destroyed were occupied by monsters, Alex saw some crudely made houses, probably made by the 

monsters after occupying the village. 

Though Conrad had said there would be at least 30 monsters, the scale of the village was larger than 

expected he expected. There might be around 50 monsters, most of the monsters present were orcs.  

''Perhaps the building larger than the others in the center is the home of the Orc leader.'' 



The buildings that the other Orcs and goblins lived in were poor ones made from a mix of wood and 

straw. However, the building in the center was on another level compared to other buildings around it. 

Alex judged that this building was the former house of the village chief. 

''For the number of monsters, the situation has been confirmed. Now, I should be able to check the 

leader of this group of monsters, no, with my knowledge, I won't be able to tell if its a rare species or 

high ranking species, I guess however I'm sure it will be an orc whose size would be bigger than the one I 

previously saw.'' 

Muttering at that time, the appearance of an Orc entered Alex's eyes. It was about double the size of a 

normal Orc, it was equipped with some kind of armor while the rest of the orcs were armourless.  

''I bet it's the leader.''  

〖Yes, I think too.〗 

To Alex's words, Silveria nodded before adding. 

〖Master you should look further ahead.〗 

Silveria's words drew Alex's attention to a place that he had looked at before, a bit further away. 

''I see.'' 

There was an Orc at the place noted by Silveria. The Orc was also wearing armor and was double the size 

of the other Orcs. And when you looked at the state of the village carefully, similar Orcs were present, 

three to be exact. 

''In that case, those armors denote officers or generals. I think?"  

〖Probably〗 

Alex nodded his head after hearing Silveria's words, continuing looking hut. Next, he caught sight of 

a place where the Orcs had gathered. It was a shack north of the village. There were 10 Orcs and 5 

goblins wearing armors around the hut.  

Before he could ask what was that Alex caught sight of Eleonora stealthily moving in the shadows on the 

other side, suddenly she stopped and glanced in his direction, waving her hands at Alex she 

disappeared.  

Alex couldn't help but let out a chuckle, refocusing his attention on that particular but Alex asked. 

''What? Is that a food storage or something?" 

As he was thinking if he could go closer his skill Divine Sense could have worked, the next moment, as he 

was about to ask Silveria for help, something jumped out of the hut and began to run outside, it was 

held down by the Orcs and goblins that had gathered. 

And because Alex's eyes, which were much sharper than a normal person's, confirmed what had jumped 

out. Wearing what seemed to be the remains of clothing on her body, it was a human woman that was 

almost stark naked. When he concentrated on his hearing, what he heard made his blood boiled in 

hatred. 



(No, stop it! Please don't dirty meany more than this, I can't take anymore, pleased.)  

The monsters seemed to be laughing at the woman's plea and having read a lot of web novels, Alex 

knew was the woman was being kept for, what she went through since the day she was caught. 

Alex furrowed his eyebrows as he mused over. 

''Help and jeopardize the whole operation or not help?"  

If he only considered his personal feelings, he would have rushed down and killed all the monsters. 

However, even if he could take care of the monsters near the shack, it would likely make the rest of the 

Orcs wary. It could become a factor in the night attack and cause it to fail, finally, it would affect the 

number of people sacrificed from the subjugation force as well as the number of Orcs that would be 

able to escape. 

〖Master calm down first, you can save her later, now is not the time.〗 

Hearing Silveria's advice, Alex nodded. Before turning around he spotted Eleonora looking at him with 

her eternal smile on her face however on a closer look you could that her smile was a little bit cramped, 

she gave Alex a thumbs up before disappearing into the shadow. 

Chuckling as he was not the only one feeling the anger after having seen that woman, Alex muttered in 

the direction of the woman who was being dragged back to the hut. 

''Tonight. I'll help if you can hold out until tonight. So don't give up.'' 

Though he knew that the woman who had been pulled back into the hut couldn't hear him, he gave a 

small mutter and turned around left.  

After scouting for few minutes, Alex decided that it was time to go back and start planning their assault. 

Chapter 120 - 118: Night Attack On The Gato's Village 1 

After meeting with Eleonora, the two went back and sat near the campfire where the other had been 

waiting for their arrival. 

''Welcome back Big brother.'' 

''Welcome back leader and Eleonora.''  

Gracier and the others greeted them back.  

''How was the situation?"  

Meera was the one who raised this question. 

''We will be facing more than 60 monsters, most of them are orcs. There is a leader, probably an Orc 

King, there are three generals. I saw two watchtowers.''  

More than 60? The cheeks of the other participants in the rank-up test cramped the moment those 

words were said. 



Even if they were expecting more than 30 monsters, it was only expectations, the fact that there were 

60 or 65 monsters lead by Orc King and three generals made them feel cold sweat, no wonder they 

reacted the way they did. They were afraid. 

''Calm down, our party is not a weakling we can finish this mission, I believe in myself and I believe you 

so do not disappoint me.''  

At Alex's words, others regained a bit of their confidence, as Alex said their party is strong with a lot of 

monsters inside it, they just have to believe in themselves and believe in their leader, do their utmost, 

most importantly follow orders and everything will be okay.  

Having seen that others regained some confidence, Alex turned in Eleonora's direction, the latter 

immediately understood why so without being told she started reporting what she saw. 

''As leader said, there are two watchtowers, one Orc King and three generals. However, there were also 

some Mage orcs, two and three goblins shamans. As for weapons used by the enemy, they ranged from 

sword to club, bow, some of them held a bow, especially the ones in the watchtowers.''  

''Ah. There's one last thing, there is a shack to the north of the village, and I have confirmed there are 

humans there.''  

At this mention, Gracier's body shook, she bit her lip.  

[Don't worry we will rescue them, be strong.] 

Alex sends a telepathic message to calm his sister, the latter nodded her head before closing her eyes 

and when she opened them again there was no hesitation inside her eyes anymore, only strong 

determination, a determination to slaughter as well to help those still captured. 

''Ah. I think the Orcs go there to breed. Though when I last saw they still looked alive, by the way, there 

are three human girls inside.'' Eleonora added. 

''I see. Did you notice anything else?'' Alex asked. 

''No. That is all.'' 

''Okay, go rest for two hours. We will depart at midnight.'' Alex said dismissing everyone as they 

returned to their tent.  

Conrad observed the meeting from the start to the finish, the way Alex handled things was not bad, he 

will observe everything from the sidelines. He was not the only one, though. 

..... 

It was midnight, the clouds in the sky turned the already darkened nightshade darker. Ideal for a night 

attack. Each member of the Orc subjugation force moved to their respective positions under the cover 

of darkness. 

Eleonora went north in the direction of the shack where were detained human girls, her goal was 

simple, using the commotion that would be created soon to rescue the hostages before joining the 

others on the main battlefield.  



Gracier and Meera were respectfully on the left and right side of the village, they were responsible for 

destroying the two watchtowers simultaneously with a flashy and powerful spell. 

Lucien was on the east wing where most of the archers are concentrated, his goal was to rain Wind 

arrows followed by Water bullets on the archers trying to disrupt them from attacking, Golfak was there 

to assure his protection.  

Meanwhile, Alex and Sebastian were ready to charge in. 

Before giving the signal to start the night attack, Alex stared in a certain direction as if to tell Conrad to 

go in north ready to take the rescued hostages to safety, it's his goal and the only favor Alex asked him.  

Sighing in the shadow, Conrad nodded his head before disappearing, no matter how many times he 

thinks about it, it doesn't make any sense, no matter how well he thinks he hides Alex was able to spot 

his exact location as if nothing could hide from his sight. 

Sighing once more Conrad thought that Alex must have a special skill enabling him to see him or he 

possesses a sharp six senses.  

As if aware of Conrad moving according to the plan, Alex summoned Silveria and fired a bullet in the sky. 

Bang!  

This sound was heard by everybody, even the enemy heard it, however before they could start 

searching for where the sound came from they were attacked.  

Gracier insta-cast two fireballs the size of a basketball and shot them in the direction of the left 

watchtower. 

Boom! Kaboom!  

Boom! Boom!  

At the same time, the watchtower on the right was also attacked by two powerful Wind arrows.  

The two watchtowers were destroyed alongside the monsters occupying it.  

''Bumoh?"  

The startled cry of monsters could be heard, they started frantically moving towards the destroyed 

watchtowers in the hope of confronting the enemies responsible for this tragedy.  

It was at that time Lucien attacked. 

[Wind became unseen arrows that rain down on my enemies.]  

'Wind Arrows'  

Many Wind arrows were created before being fired in the direction of the startled archers.  

Boom! Boom!  



Some of the archers died under the numerous invisible arrows, while some escaped death with few 

injuries, however before they could celebrate and retaliate, Water bullets descended upon them like 

rain, killing few and injured a lot.  

''Bomuh!?'' 

''Gugiah?"  

Pained cries resonated in the night, those who were moving towards the now destroyed watchtowers 

stopped and looked in the direction of the cries, it lasted a moment before orcs and goblins started to 

move in the direction of the archers.  

As though waiting for this moment, Eleonora kicked the ground and disappeared and when she 

reappeared, she was not too far from the hut, there were only three monsters outside guarding the hut, 

it seemed that not all of them went away after hearing the commotion.  

Grinning Eleonora moved at fast speed and passed through the three monsters with her black daggers 

giving an ominous vibe.  

The three orcs suddenly clutched their throats as life slowly left their bodies, no blood comes out from 

the wound, if you look closely you will see that the spot the daggers went through darkened, the orcs 

died eyes filled with unwillingness, they did not even know how they died nor they even saw who was 

their attacker. 

Passing through the three dead bodies, Eleonora kicked the door of the hut open and went inside.  

''Bumoh?"  

Immediately she heard the startled cry of an orc who was enjoying himself even with the commotion 

outside. Eleonora's eyes turned cold as she threw one of her daggers at the surprised orc, the black 

dagger went through the orc's head instantly killing it.  

Eleonora observed the room, she couldn't help but frown at the strong smell reeking from the room. 

Doing her best to ignore the smell, she moved toward the naked girls who seemed to have lost their will 

to live, their eyes were lifeless, they were blankly staring into space. The three young girls' ages are 

between 15 to 18.  

They didn't even react to all commotion around them, even the girl with the dead body of the orc on top 

of her didn't even react, she was blankly staring into space as if she lost her soul, Eleonora recognized 

the girl, it was the one that escaped before being caught again when Alex and she were on scouting 

duty.  

Shaking her head at how unfortunate those girls have been, no woman must experience something like 

this, Eleonora pushed away the dead orc, freeing the girl.  

Not wasting her time on a meaningless endeavor such as trying to talk with the girls, Eleonora gave the 

three a hard chop on their necks making them unconscious.  

Bringing out simple white sheets she used to wrap around the naked girl's bodies, Eleonora lifted two of 

them before disappearing from the hut, shortly later she came back and took the remaining girl with 

her, bringing her to join the other two girls in the forest.  



After lowering the girl on the ground beside the others, Eleonora said.  

''Conrad come out. Here are the rescued ladies, I will leave them in your care.''  

Without waiting for Conrad's reply, Eleonora disappeared going towards the main battlefield, she 

couldn't wait to join others where she was sure to have fun and watch Alex fight and who knows she 

may be able to see him using his Gift. 

''What a hasty girl,'' Conrad said as he comes out and looked in the direction Eleonora left to. He 

couldn't help but shake his head, the girl perfectly completed her mission and now it was his turn to 

take care of his.  

Sighing, Conrad lowered himself and check the girl's conditions, after noticing that they are not injured 

and simply sleeping. 

Conrad sighed in relief before his expression turned complicated, the life of the girls will not be smooth 

sailing even after their rescue, the guild will need to look after them to make sure they recuperate a 

little bit of sanity, a little bit of a will to live on, after all, they went through, it won't be easy but they will 

try and not choose the easy solution to end their life, as survivors it was their duty to live on even 

though they went through hell.  

Heaving another sigh, Conrad took his communication device and contact someone.  

''Where are you at the moment?"  

''On the way back, we secured the prisoner and the merchant and his nephew are with us.'' the voice at 

the other end answered, it was a man voice.  

''Good, I hope you are not far from my current position?" Conrad asked.  

''No, we are not too far. What do you want?" Asked the other person at the end of the communication 

device.  

''Send two of your men to meet me in one hour. I want your fastest men. I have something for you to 

bring back.''  

''Okay, they will be on their way.'' the man answered without asking what his men were going to bring 

back. 

''Good.''  

Conrad cut off the communication before lowering himself and picked all the three girls, giving a last 

glance in the direction of the clash, he muttered, ''I'll be back soon, I don't want to miss the show after 

all.''  

Conrad disappeared after saying those words. 

The sounds of fighting could be heard in the distance. 

 


